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BIOGRAPHY:  

Myself, S.Hari hara sudhan, with blender experience in Industry and Academics for more 

than 17 years, enriching the pharmacy students with Microbiological, Biotechnological and 

Molecular biological knowledge. My vast 14 years of academic experiences includes 

noteworthy and sensible responsibilities like Academic committee member, academic In-

charge, Academic co-ordinator (NAAC and NBA accreditation) and Co-ordinator for NBA 

reaccreditation. I feel the most challenging task in my carrier was conduction of Student 

elections at BRNCOP, Mandsaur.  I successfully performed the task without any 

disturbances and nuisances during my tenure of 6 years at the Institute. Been part of 

organizing committee in more than 11 conferences, the notable was as a Head of 

registration committee member and successfully organised 2 international and 2 national 

level conferences at CESCOP, Kurnool with due appreciated accountabilities.  Though the 

past research guidance and interaction with more than 40 students of graduate and post 

graduate was memorable, the kind of happiness which I got at the time of organising parent 

meet and sharing the academic performance with the parents was something different which 

is most memorable even now also.  Success rate of more than 90% at the subjects taught 

along with positive feedback from the students energizes me to take “Teaching as a passion 

rather than a profession”. 

Though my research interest is to explore the Microbial world for fermentative production of 

various newer molecules, development of vaccines and molecular biology related, I prefer to 

guide the students who flare with their own research ideas.  

S. Hari hara sudhan is a member of Indian Pharmaceutical Association (IPA) and 

Association of Pharmaceutical Teachers of India (APTI). He also served as Acquisition editor 

of International Journal of Green Pharmacy and Asian Journal of Pharmaceutics initially and 

promoted as Editor- in-Chief and served for the Journals during 2011 and 2012. 
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